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General Commentary 2020 
 

 
2020 tested schools' digital readiness and pastoral care systems to a level that hadn't occurred before. We were very happy with the way we 
managed this upheaval and we were affirmed in our knowledge that our pastoral care at Kavanagh College is still the foundation of our success.  
 
Covid-19 disrupted annual plans, longer term programmes, and our young people's sense of security and trust in their environment. It also 
created disruption of another kind; the kind that creates new ideas and concepts, and causes staff reflection on why we do what we do, and how 
we might do it differently.  
 
Out of the disruption of 2019 came the advent of our curriculum review and the bones of a strategic plan for 2021 and beyond focussed on skills 
for learning and authentic contexts for increased student agency. We look forward to what the next five years will bring. 
 
 
Kate Nicholson 
Principal 
 



2020 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Kavanagh College exists to promote excellence in learning and teaching,

in a climate of faith and pastoral care for the Catholic community of Dunedin.



2020 Student Achievement and Engagement Data

NCEA and UE Data

% Achievement 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Target

2020

NCEA 1 85.6 89.7 90.3 81.9 90 93.6

NCEA 2 91.2 81.5 87.8 88.1 85 91.1

NCEA 3 72.0 69.0 75.2 73.4 80 86.1

UE 65.0 59.3 64.8 64.9 65 82.2

Above comparable decile 8-10 schools nationally

Scholarship Data

Year 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Number of
Scholarships

1 1 2 2 8 including 2
outstanding
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Stand-down, suspension and exclusion data

Year Stand-down days Suspensions Exclusions

2016 25 0 0

2017 29 8 1

2018 38 7 1

2019 15 2 1

2020 29 7 1

Attendance 2019 and 2020

2019
Year

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 Whole
School

Total Attendance% 84 91 87.7 88.6 87.6 73.4 67.2 79.6

2020
Year

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 Whole
School

Total Attendance% 93.99 90.74 90.96 91.09 82.04 80.01 77.14 86.13

Commentary
● Generally, attendance rates increased in 2020. It needs to be noted however, that lockdown period artificially counted all students as attending

school through remote learning which has skewed the data.
● The year group with the biggest improvement in attendance was year 13.
● Maori and Pasifika data captured, shows a bigger improvement in attendance than for European Pakeha.
● Two groups with lower attendance were Year 8 and Year 11; long term health concerns contributed to this data
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Annual Improvement Plan – Special Character

Annual Goals
● Integration of Catholic perspective into curriculum and

learning.
● Develop a student liturgy committee to make the special

character more visual in the College and have more student
participation.

● Develop, implement and review a revised Sexuality
Programme for years 7-12

Other aims
● Review of Dimension One “Encounter with Christ”
● Connection of the Envirogroup strategy to the Principle of Stewardship (Catholic

Social Teachings)

Analysis of Variance

Professional Development on Catholic Social Teachings (completed and ongoing)
Collaboration with other DRS’s to review and refresh sexuality programmes (completed and ongoing); the sexuality programme continued through to year 13
due to student interest. In 2021 the Diocese will provide PD for staff in the sexuality curriculum.
More students have been involved in liturgy leadership, including youth masses in parish (completed and ongoing)
Review dimension changed to Dimension 2 ‘Growth in Knowledge’ to coincide with the RE department curriculum review. (completed)
Dimension 4 ‘Stewardship’ attestation completed and sent to proprietor (completed)
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Annual Improvement Plan – Teaching and Learning #1 - NCEA and UE Achievement

Annual Goals
● To achieve NCEA L1-3 and UE at least the equivalent of

comparable schools nationally (decile 8-10)

Other aims
● Review year 12 and 13 learning programmes and related student

engagement and achievement
● Develop an academic mentoring system to support student achievement and

ensure regular monitoring of progress

Analysis of Variance
Change of system at beginning of year to involve one-to-one interviews regarding course selection was successful with less changes to courses in early part of
year as compared to past years (completed)
Academic mentoring system set up; variable results; needs reviewing and refining (completed and ongoing)
Year 12 and 13 programme review now part of wider curriculum review. Review planned for 2022.
NCEA and UE results – see above.
Commentary
All targets were met however combined merit and excellence endorsements were less than previous years for Level 1 and 2.

● Returning to school after lockdown was a challenge for some students. Extra students were added to the SAC register later in the year because of anxiety
issues affecting assessment performance. This will have affected the ability for some to achieve at an excellence level.

● SAC students:  Year 11 = 16% of cohort; Years 11-13 = approx. 16% of total cohort
● The lockdown period limited the extra time and on-one discussion and clarification required to encourage depth of thinking for excellence credits.

Level 3 Improvement
The biggest change in systems and processes in 2020 was the addition of supervised study for year 13s. Previous to 2020, study periods were unsupervised with
considerable ownership and trust put in the students. While this was used well by some, others needed the accountability aspect provided by supervised study.
Ongoing monitoring of the course selection and changes made as needed, also contributed to the success of the 2020 Year 13 cohort. The actual impact will be
reviewed again early 2022 because the lockdown period also appeared to positively impact the credits gained, and after lockdown when sports and cultural
activities were limited.
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Maori and Pasifika Data:
● The results gained by both Maori and Pasifika students at all NCEA and UE levels is above comparable data (decile 8-10) and well above national data.
● Pasifika results were greatly improved on 2019 however, realistically a small number on the cohort means that overall results can be impacted positively or

negatively by a small number of individuals.
● Kavanagh College continues to work to reduce the gap between Maori and Pasifika and Pakeha results

Male and Female Data:
● Boys’ achievement is below girls at all levels except UE. The difference in achievement is biggest at NCEA L3 with 8% difference, however boys’

achievement was higher than girls for UE by 1.4%
● Pleasingly the difference between the male & female data at NCEA L1 was only 1.1% which is the smallest difference since 2016. We will look to maintain

this into L2 and L3 data.
● The gap between male and female attainment for the 2020 cohort changed from a 6% positive to a 7% deficit between level 2 and 3. This could have been

influenced by the supervised study system which girls may have appreciated more. The data for 2021 will be analysed to look at any similar trends.
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Improvement Plan – Teaching and Learning #2 - Digital Learning and Digital Technologies
(aligned to Kāhui ako work)

Annual Goals
● To increase the consistency of quality digital learning pedagogy across

the college
● To ensure the implementation of the Digital Technologies curriculum

Other aims
● Use learner agency to encourage digital learning

Annual Target
100% of students identify digital learning opportunities at least weekly in their curriculum learning (completed)
90% of staff report using more digital learning within their curriculum delivery in November 2020 compared to March 2020 (completed)
Digital technologies implementation in 2021 after an improvement in the digital readiness by November 2020

Analysis of Variance
Cloud Migration (completed)
Loan laptops purchased and storage devices and system set up ready for 2021 (completed)
Audit of IT equipment both personal laptop and school hardware (completed)
Digital citizenship programmes and documentation review yet to be completed.
Lockdown causes acceleration in the use of online learning and teaching (ongoing) so that targets were reached, however maintenance and further
development of digital learning needs to be monitored.
Staff PLD through Core Education providers was ongoing throughout the year, including during lockdown (completed)
Kai Takatu a-Matihiko Survey (Digital readiness) survey (completed) Work needs to continue, particularly in area of collaboration and moving further up the
SAMR model with more use of techniques beyond substitution.
Targeted staff attended online webinars and physical professional development courses regarding the implementation of the Digital Technologies curriculum.
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Improvement Plan – Teaching and Learning #3 - PaCT and LPF
(aligned to kahui ako work)

Annual Goals
● To use the learning progressions framework (LPF) in all curriculum

areas to accelerate writing in years 7-10

Other aims
● Continue to use PaCT as a tool for measurement and next steps.
● Use Learner Agency as a tool for developing writing contexts

Analysis of Variance

Covid-19 negatively affected progress in this area. Lockdown affected the regular professional development and group sharing of PaCT data. Therefore this
work and literacy PD opportunities were extended into 2021.

Improvement Plan – Teaching and Learning #4 - Curriculum Review

Annual Goals
● Review curriculum delivery in years 7-9 with a deliberate focus on student

led, integrated learning.
● Year 7-9 long term curriculum plans developed for use in 2021.
● Year 12 and 13 curriculum review completed

Other aims
● Develop curriculum plan for 2021 and 2022.
● Investigate the use of capabilities as progress indicators

Analysis of Variance

Student, staff and parent/whānau feedback gathered (completed)
Curriculum review of years 7-9 (completed)
New model (Te Tīmatanga) developed and in place for 2021 (completed)
Year 12&13 review delayed until 2022 after the decision was made to work from 7-13 to review and refresh the curriculum. This also aligns better with the
planned NCEA review. However, we will continue with a review of the transition area from years 12 & 13 into the workforce and further training and these
findings will support the information required for the curriculum review.
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Improvement Plan – Wellbeing #1- Positive Education/Restorative Practices

Annual Goals

● Review, implement and monitor behaviour management systems.
● Strengthen staff knowledge and use of restorative justice

Other aims
● The pastoral systems reflect the core values and have foundation in the

Gospel.
● Create a learning environment of high expectations that is safe, positive

and inclusive.
● A focus on being positively proactive as compared to reactionary

Analysis of Variance
Whole staff professional development on restorative and wellbeing completed at least termly; anecdotally more restorative conferences occurring for serious
offending (completed)
Two senior staff attended the NZIWR conference; NZIWR to lead our wellbeing work from 2021.
Tūturu support delayed due to lack of facilitator (to begin again 2021)
Positive reinforcement system surveyed and confirmed (completed)

Improvement Plan – Wellbeing #2 - Maori and Pasifika

Annual Goals
● Review and develop Maori and Pasifika strategic plans

Other aims
● Strengthen community connections with the college.

Analysis of Variance
One Whānau Hui held (complete and ongoing)
Visit to NEV Bilingual unit (ongoing whanau communication to inform next steps)
No Pasifika Fono held due to lockdown constraints and time. This needs to be a priority in early 2021.
Student led staff professional development occurred for Samoan, Maori, Filipino cultural awareness and language.
Draft strategic plans will be in place for 2021, but confirmation with the community needs to further inform this
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Improvement Plan – Communication

Annual Goals
● Review and refine methods for communication with students, parents and

whanau.
● Review implement the reporting system for student achievement.
● Strengthen alumni connection.
● Strengthen marketing strategy with wider community with a deliberate focus

on increasing enrolments

Other aims
● Alumni growth in numbers
● Streamlined and clear communication systems understood by

parents, whanau and staff.
● Communication developed with parishes; media presence positive;

diagnostics re communication with community improved.

Analysis of Variance

Lockdown and loss of current Alumni chair meant building alumni numbers did not gain any traction in 2020 (not completed)
Ongoing improvement of communication methods including use of various social media (ongoing)
ATL review occurred with parent feedback. Changes to occur for 2021 – 3 weekly reports c.f. current 2 weekly. Review of reporting programme also completed
(completed)
Ipsa Duce – two publications (completed)
Marketing meeting with stakeholders completed; marketing plan written for both domestic and international markets; the use of an intern to help with this along
with the marketing knowledge and skills of the international director was very helpful (completed) Next Steps: determine priority changes according to the
marketing analysis report.
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 2020 STAFF MEMBERS
Ian ADAMSON Katrina KERR-BELL

Jean ALLIBONE Lynda KING
Jill ARMSTRONG Bronwyn LEWIS
Lawrence BISHOP Anna LOUW-YOUNG
Jordan BONE Tim LUCAS
Greg BOYLE Trudy MCBRIDE
Amelia BRESANELLO Maggie MCGARRY
Michelle BROWN Michael MACKENZIE
Julie BUCHANAN Colette MAHONEY
Iris BUGARSKI Maria MENZIES
Liz CAMERON Debbie MOCKETT
Mike CAMPBELL Rachel MORTIMER
Julie CAPARN Liz NAYLOR
Sharon COWIE Kate NICHOLSON
Iain DAVIS Bede O'CALLAGHAN
Rachel DAVIS Nina O'CALLAGHAN
Jane de GRAAF Kathleen O'KANE
Paula DODDS Kerryn OLSEN
Dave DOUGHERTY John O'NEILL
Peter DRURY Natalie PATERSON
Liz DRYDEN Chris PICKLES
Sharyn DUNN Anne-Marie PULHAM
Craig EARL Steve READ
Shayne FLANAGAN Nicki RIDDEN-ANGUS
Brent FORD Sue ROBERTS-BLYTH
Michael GRANT Sue ROBINSON
Shaun HAIG Gillian SMILLIE
Annabel HAMMAN Nathan SORTEHAUG
Anthony HARRIS Emily STEVENS
Lynley HARRIS Maya TATE-MANNING
Marina HARRIS Kerron THOMSON
Sally HEINZ Michelle TILI
Cathy HELPS Pesamino TILI
Sarah HENDERSON Sarah TSUKIGAWA
Shirley JACKSON Linus TURNER
Tricia JAMES Morgan WALKER
Brendan JARVIE Erica WARD
Melanie JAMES-ADDISON Georgie WATTS
Vicky JONES
Daniel KELLY
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